At Large, the flagship publication of the English Student Club X.a., invites students of English studies and related fields to submit papers for its 2017 issue. The papers can be on any topic regarding English literature and culture, linguistics, translation studies and TEFL. The preferred length of the paper depends on the topic researched, but should not exceed 40,000 characters with spaces, not including the reference list. Students are encouraged to submit new pieces of original research, but may use papers from class such as capstone theses, essays, and research papers.

All papers are required to use the Chicago Author-Date citation format.

The deadline for the submission of papers is 28 February, 2017.

Send your papers to atlarge.ksaxa@gmail.com.

More information is available at atlarge.ksaxa.com.

Art At Large is a companion journal to At Large focused on primarily non-academic works. Art At Large will consider for publication literary works such as short stories, poems, essays or reviews, and graphic works such as illustrations, caricatures or comic books.

Other forms of works may be accepted.

To submit your work send an email to atlarge.ksaxa@gmail.com with subject “Art At Large” containing your work as well as your contact information (full name, affiliation, primary e-mail address).

The next issue of Art At Large will be published alongside At Large.